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June can feel such a rewarding month. It’s the
harbinger of summer, the culmination of all
the hope expressed by spring. Finally we feel
our environment is changing our mood. The
brighter, warmer and longer days pick up our
spirits creating a sense of lightness and freedom
with comfortable warmth in our body and a real
connection with the present. We feel spacious
and joyfully optimistic, as if faced with endless
possibilities. There’s a tangible sense of pleasure
and gratitude for the change in season and with it
a renewed sense of confidence and balance.
Must we be dependent on the sun for how we
feel though? What if the weather changes? What
can we do to help ourselves maintain a feeling of
balance, lightness, comfort and freedom? What
is it that robs us of that bright, engaged and
alert mind and the accompanying sense of selfassurance?
With Mindfulness we have the capacity to check
into the weather in our mind, and to see how
things actually are and the choices we have about
our attitude.
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When we take this time we realise that our moods are very
changeable, just like the weather, swinging from one expression
to the next with baffling rapidity, each triggered by a feeling in our
body or mind, be it the sun on our back, the coolness and dullness
of an overcast day, a thought or a memory. It just takes someone to
look at us a particular way to turn our day upside down, for good
or ill, just as easily as a cloud obscuring the sun. Further, fuelled by
rumination our joyful optimism and sense of possibility is reduced
to an assumed certainty and all feeling of spaciousness evaporates.
When we always look for external factors to change our mood we
send a subconscious personal message that we are powerless to
help ourselves, a hostage to the vagaries of our changeable moods.
We will happily cede control to almost anyone or anything, a
partner or work colleagues, the traffic on our commute, achieving
that yoga posture, our next holiday and so on, and hope and expect
a mental shift as a consequence.
It can seem a little daunting at first to adopt a mindful approach
towards the responsibility and choice that is actually ours. A
moment’s reflection though reveals a different picture: if we are
responsible for our attitude to the weather, then we also have all the
tools we need to change that attitude. After all, weather patterns
just as moods come and go; now using Mindfulness we can see
our choice around our attitude to them, come rain or shine.

Close your eyes.
Ask yourself
“what is the weather
like in my mind?”
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Open your
eyes and
carry the
lightness and
spaciousness
into your next
moments just
like having
the sun on
your back

TRY THIS
Close your eyes.
Ask yourself “what is the weather like in my mind?” It’s more
like a glance out of the window than a full metrological report,
just enough information to see if you need a coat, sun cream or
a torch. What season, time of day, is it inviting or threatening? If
you are uncertain, then perhaps it’s just a foggy day.
Ask yourself “is this feeling in my mind pleasant or unpleasant
or neither of these?”
Then cast your mind through your body from the top of your
head to your toes, stopping at any point of resistance, blockage
or strong sensation. Breathe in just feeling how it is, without
trying to change it, and as you breathe out release any tension
inside your head and the rest of your body caused by your
reaction to this feeling and softly smile. Be present with that
momentary expansion in your mind that comes with smiling
and move on to the next place of resistance staying for just
one breath at each point.
Now feel your breath in your body wherever it is clearest to
you.
Just know whether your breath is long or short, ragged or
smooth, quick or slow and with each breath soften and smile
relaxing the tension in your mind and face. This brings a sense
of relief as you connect to the present moment and leave
rumination behind. Notice how you become softly aware of
the whole of your body. Being truly present with your breath
restores the feeling of spaciousness in your mind and lightness
in your body.
After 5 or 10 breaths expand your awareness to feel your
feet on the floor, the touch of your clothes, temperature of
your body, facial expression and the feeling of your hair on
your head whilst retaining your soft smile and the feeling of
spaciousness in your mind.

WRITTEN BY

Open your eyes and carry the lightness and spaciousness
into your next moments just like having the sun on your back,
whatever the weather.
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